GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Federal Supply Service
Authorized Federal Supply Schedule Price List
On-line access to contract ordering information, terms and conditions, up-to-date pricing, and the option to
create an electronic delivery order are available through GSA Advantage! ®, a menu-driven database system.
The INTERNET address GSAAdvantage! ® is: GSAAdvantage.gov.
MULTIPLE AWARD SCHEDULE
Category Attachment Code: B
Title: Facilities
B03. Facilities Solutions Subcategory
FSC/PSC Code: 6350
Category Attachment Code: I
Title: Scientific Management and Solutions
I03. Medical Equipment Subcategory
FSC/PSC Code: 6515
Category Attachment Code: J
Title: Security and Protection
J05. Security Systems Subcategory
FSC/PSC Code: 6350; R408
Category Attachment Code: G
Title: Miscellaneous
G06. Complimentary SINs Subcategory
FSC/PSC Code: 0000, N099
Contract: GS-07F-047CA
For more information on ordering from Federal Supply Schedules click on the FSS
Schedules button at fss.gsa.gov.
Contract period December 4, 2014 - December 3, 2024

Pricelist is current through Modification PS-A812 effective February 12, 2020

TRIBALCO, LLC
7735 Old Georgetown Rd Fl 12
Bethesda, MD 20814-6193
Phone: 301-652-8450; Fax: 301-652-8451
Website: http://www.tribalco.com/
Contract administration source: Colberte Proctor
E-mail: Contracts@tribalco.com
7735 Old Georgetown Rd Fl 12
Bethesda, MD 20814-6193
Phone: 301-652-8948; Fax: 301-652-8451
Business Size: Small
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CUSTOMER INFORMATION:
1a. TABLE OF AWARDED SPECIAL ITEM NUMBERS (SINS):
SIN

Recovery

Description

238910
334290
334290L
334512

Cooperative
Purchasing
238910 STLOC
334290 STLOC
334290LSTLOC
334512 STLOC

238910 RC
334290 RC
334290L RC
334512 RC

339113R
541330L

339113R STLOC
541330L STLOC

339113R RC
541330L RC

OLM

OLM STLOC

OLM RC

Installation and Site Preparation Services
Security and Detection Systems
Physical Access Control Systems (PACS) - Legacy SIN
Total Solution Support Products for Facilities Management
Systems
Medical/Rescue and Patient Transportation Products
Security System Integration, Design, Management, and Life
Cycle Support
Order-Level Materials (OLM)

See Contract Pricing pages 5-19.
1b. LOWEST PRICED MODEL NUMBER AND PRICE FOR EACH SIN:
SIN

Item Number

Item Name

339113R

TICS.99.839

Raptor Belt
System,
Multicam

339113R

TICS.99.840

Raptor Belt
System,
Coyote

Item Descripiton

UOI

The Tribalco Raptor Belt system is comprised of two belts: an inner
belt to wear with your pants, and an outer belt to carry your gear. The
two belts lock together with velcro ensuring your equipment stays in
place. The Cobra buckle makes it quick and easy to put on and is also
rated for fall protection. two rows of .5 inch molle webbing surround
the outside make attaching most molle or belt mounted pouches is fast
and simple. A hard sewn front attachment loop is also integrated into
the belt for retention lanyards. Belts sizes: Small 28”-30” Med 32”-34”
Lg 36”-38” XL 40”-42” Made in the USA!
The Tribalco Raptor Belt system is comprised of two belts: an inner
belt to wear with your pants, and an outer belt to carry your gear. The
two belts lock together with velcro ensuring your equipment stays in
place. The Cobra buckle makes it quick and easy to put on and is also
rated for fall protection. two rows of .5 inch molle webbing surround
the outside make attaching most molle or belt mounted pouches is fast
and simple. A hard sewn front attachment loop is also integrated into
the belt for retention lanyards. Belts sizes: Small 28”-30” Med 32”-34”
Lg 36”-38” XL 40”-42” Made in the USA!

EA

GSA
Price w/
IFF
$136.40

EA

$136.40

1c. HOURLY RATES: See page 5
2. MAXIMUM ORDER:
SINs
238910; 238910 STLOC; 238910 RC
334290; 334290 STLOC; 334290 RC
334290L; 334290L STLOC; 334290L RC
334512; 334512 STLOC; 334512 RC
339113R; 339113R STLOC; 339113R RC
541330L; 541330L STLOC; 541330L RC
OLM; OLM STLOC; OLM RC

MAX ORDER
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000
$250,000

3. MINIMUM ORDER: $100.00.
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4. GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE: CONUS and OCONUS.
5. PRODUCTION POINT: 1802 Grant St. Building 2, Suite 300, Tampa, Hillsborough County, FL 33605
Phone: 301-652-8450
6. BASIC DISCOUNT: All prices herein are net government prices.
7. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: None.
8. PROMPT PAYMENT TERMS: Net 30 Days.
Information for Ordering Offices: Prompt payment terms cannot be negotiated out of the contractual agreement
in exchange for other concessions.
9a. GOVERNMENT PURCHASE CARDS ARE ACCEPTED UP TO THE MICROPURCHASE THRESHOLD
9b. GOVERNMENT PURCHASE CARDS ARE ACCEPTED ABOVE THE MICROPURCHASE THRESHOLD
10. FOREIGN ITEMS: None
11a. TIME OF DELIVERY: 90-120 Days ARO or TBD at task order level.
11b. EXPEDITED DELIVERY: Contact Contractor
11c. OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: Contact Contractor
11d. URGENT REQUIREMENTS: Contact Contractor
12. FOB POINT: Destination – Domestic CONUS Delivery; Origin-OCONUS & International Delivery.
13a. ORDERING ADDRESS:

Tribalco, LLC
7735 Old Georgetown Rd Fl 12
Bethesda, MD 20814-6193
Phone: 301-652-8450
Fax: 301-652-8451
Email: Contracts@tribalco.com

13b. ORDERING PROCEDURES: For Supplies and Services, the ordering procedures, information on Blanket
Purchase Agreements (BPA's) are found in Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 8.405-3.
14. PAYMENT ADDRESS:

Tribalco, LLC
7735 Old Georgetown Rd Fl 12
Bethesda, MD 20814-6193
Phone: 301-652-8450
Fax: 301-652-8451
Email: karen.rhodes@tribalco.com

15. WARRANTY PROVISIONS: Standard Commercial Warranty
16. EXPORT PACKING CHARGES: N/A
17. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF GOVERNMENT PURCHASE CARD ACCEPTANCE: None
18. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RENTAL, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR: N/A
19. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF INSTALLATION: N/A
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20. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF REPAIR PARTS: NIA
20a. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES: N/A
21. LIST OF SERVICE AND DISTRIBUTION POINTS: N/A
22. LIST OF PARTICIPATING DEALERS: N/A
23: PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE: N/A
24a. SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES: N/A
24b. SECTION 508: N/A
25. DATA UNIVERSAL NUMBER SYSTEM (DUNS) NUMBER: 166665245.
26. NOTIFICATION REGARDING REGISTRATION IN SYSTEM FOR AWARD MANAGEMENT (SAM):
Tribalco, LLC is registered with SAM. CAGE Code: 30TR5.
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GSA PRICELIST
LABOR DESCRIPTIONS, EDUCATION AND PRICING
SIN

LABOR
CATEGORY

Responsible for overall program execution, quality, customer
satisfaction, and oversees all day-to-day program activities. Serves
as the primary contact for the customer. Supervises project
managers, technical resources, and subcontractor resources both
on site and off. Manages the performance of the program team.
Prepares and updates the program management plan (PMP),
quality control plan (QCP), communications plan, staffing/resource
management plan, and risk management plan. Master’s degree or
Bachelor's Degree and equivalent combination of education and
experience 10 Minimum years of experience.
Reports to the Program Manager, the Project Manager manages
service operations, project execution, and provides planning,
financial, management, administrative, and technical oversight,
including the day-to-day operations of all assigned project activities
and functions. Bachelor's Degree and/or equivalent combination of
education and experience 10 Minimum years of experience.

HOUR

GSA
Rate
w/IFF
$160.14

HOUR

$150.77

Provides advanced security engineering skills to address security
engineering requirements. Deploys advanced security strategies,
tactics, and techniques to develop technical solutions. Engineers
advanced solutions taking into consideration installation,
troubleshooting, repair, and design requirements for electronic,
technical, and physical security systems (ESS/TSS/PSS). Associate
degree and/or equivalent combination of education and experience
8 Minimum years of experience.
Provides evaluation of project risk, project finances, overall project
performance, change management, forecasting, and reporting.
Assists with project decisions and develops, implements, and
maintains a project reporting and cost tracking system for the
project that satisfies the needs of the project team, management,
and client. Bachelor's Degree and/or equivalent combination of
education and experience 6 Minimum years of experience.

HOUR

$127.35

HOUR

$77.94

Quality Control /
Health & Safety
Officer

Manages, plans, coordinates, and heads the quality control program
designed to ensure continuous production/service consistent with
established standards. In addition, the individual develops and
leads safety and health activities under the project. Associate
degree and/or equivalent combination of education and experience
6 Minimum years of experience.

HOUR

$88.05

334290; 334290L,
238910, 334512,
541330L

Deployment
Coordinator

HOUR

$47.68

334290; 334290L,
238910, 334512,
541330L

ESS Field Service
Engineer

Coordinates travel packages, completing all travel requirements for
personnel on contract. Plans work schedules for employees.
Prepares itineraries and performs ticketing and booking functions.
Manages overall travel budget in support of Project Manager.
Advises on travel requirements and conditions such as visa,
medical, foreign travel, etc. Associate degree and/or equivalent
combination of education and experience 4 Minimum years of
experience.
Implements electronic security system installations and provides
electronic security equipment maintenance. Utilizes systems
installation and testing techniques to mount, connect, and deploy
security equipment. Applies diagnostic techniques to identify
problems, investigate causes, and recommend solutions. Completes
equipment quality control activities to verify operation of equipment.
Undertakes planned and unplanned maintenance interventions.
Associate degree and/or equivalent combination of education and
experience 4 Minimum years of experience.

HOUR

$67.51

334290; 334290L,
238910, 334512,
541330L

Program Manager

334290; 334290L,
238910, 334512,
541330L

Project Manager

334290; 334290L,
238910, 334512,
541330L

Project Engineer

334290; 334290L,
238910, 334512,
541330L

Project Contoller

334290; 334290L,
238910, 334512,
541330L

DESCRIPTION/EDUCATION

PER
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GSA PRICELIST
SIN 339113R Medical/Rescue and Patient Transportation Products
SIN

MFR PART NO.

PRODUCT NAME/DESCRIPTION

UOI

GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9100.M

EA

$5,562.21

339113R

TICS.00.9100.C

EA

$5,562.21

339113R

TICS.00.9100.A1

EA

$5,562.21

339113R

TICS.00.9100.A2

Extraction Module E1 - Patient (PT) Packaging Module is man packable
and can be transported by one operator. The E1 Module has the
capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The E1 Module has the capability to package a
casualty with spinal injury. The E1 Module incorporates cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access, splint upper/lower extremity and
pelvic fractures of casualties to include a stabilization device with
independent inflatable air chambers and a multi-positional rigid
articulating splinting device. The E1 module is capable of protecting and
packaging the remains of dead personnel and has fluid retaining
remains bags. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (Multicam)
Extraction Module E1 - Patient (PT) Packaging Module is man packable
and can be transported by one operator. The E1 Module has the
capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The E1 Module has the capability to package a
casualty with spinal injury. The E1 Module incorporates cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access, splint upper/lower extremity and
pelvic fractures of casualties to include a stabilization device with
independent inflatable air chambers and a multi-positional rigid
articulating splinting device. The E1 module is capable of protecting and
packaging the remains of dead personnel and has fluid retaining
remains bags. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (Coyote)
Extraction Module E1 - Patient (PT) Packaging Module is man packable
and can be transported by one operator. The E1 Module has the
capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The E1 Module has the capability to package a
casualty with spinal injury. The E1 Module incorporates cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access, splint upper/lower extremity and
pelvic fractures of casualties to include a stabilization device with
independent inflatable air chambers and a multi-positional rigid
articulating splinting device. The E1 module is capable of protecting and
packaging the remains of dead personnel and has fluid retaining
remains bags. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (AOR 1)
Extraction Module E1 - Patient (PT) Packaging Module is man packable
and can be transported by one operator. The E1 Module has the
capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The E1 Module has the capability to package a
casualty with spinal injury. The E1 Module incorporates cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access, splint upper/lower extremity and
pelvic fractures of casualties to include a stabilization device with
independent inflatable air chambers and a multi-positional rigid
articulating splinting device. The E1 module is capable of protecting and
packaging the remains of dead personnel and has fluid retaining
remains bags. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (AOR 2)

EA

$5,562.21
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SIN

MFR PART NO.

PRODUCT NAME/DESCRIPTION

UOI

GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9125.M

EA

$4,889.16

339113R

TICS.00.9125.C

EA

$4,889.16

339113R

TICS.00.9125.A1

EA

$4,889.16

339113R

TICS.00.9125.A2

Extraction Module E2 - Rigging Module is man packable and can be
transported by one operator. The E2 Module has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. The E-2 Module includes a
headlamp, folding rescue knife which incorporates a blunt tip for glass
breakage capability and a seatbelt cutter. E-2 Module has the capability
to conduct immediate water rescue and ground safety line operations for
vertical hoist extractions of casualties. The E-2 Module includes two full
body rescue harnesses which are adjustable with lift capability and are
modular for differing mission needs. It also includes a double open end
rope bag, extrication strap, sling anchors, tubular webbing in 20’ and 24’
lengths with a 2500lb breaking strength. Immediate anchor devices are
provided for the need to extract an operator from a location that does not
provide a natural or an already existing man made anchor. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (Multicam)
Extraction Module E2 - Rigging Module is man packable and can be
transported by one operator. The E2 Module has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. The E-2 Module includes a
headlamp, folding rescue knife which incorporates a blunt tip for glass
breakage capability and a seatbelt cutter. E-2 Module has the capability
to conduct immediate water rescue and ground safety line operations for
vertical hoist extractions of casualties. The E-2 Module includes two full
body rescue harnesses which are adjustable with lift capability and are
modular for differing mission needs. It also includes a double open end
rope bag, extrication strap, sling anchors, tubular webbing in 20’ and 24’
lengths with a 2500lb breaking strength. Immediate anchor devices are
provided for the need to extract an operator from a location that does not
provide a natural or an already existing man made anchor. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (Coyote)
Extraction Module E2 - Rigging Module is man packable and can be
transported by one operator. The E2 Module has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. The E-2 Module includes a
headlamp, folding rescue knife which incorporates a blunt tip for glass
breakage capability and a seatbelt cutter. E-2 Module has the capability
to conduct immediate water rescue and ground safety line operations for
vertical hoist extractions of casualties. The E-2 Module includes two full
body rescue harnesses which are adjustable with lift capability and are
modular for differing mission needs. It also includes a double open end
rope bag, extrication strap, sling anchors, tubular webbing in 20’ and 24’
lengths with a 2500lb breaking strength. Immediate anchor devices are
provided for the need to extract an operator from a location that does not
provide a natural or an already existing man made anchor. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (AOR 1)
Extraction Module E2 - Rigging Module is man packable and can be
transported by one operator. The E2 Module has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. The E-2 Module includes a
headlamp, folding rescue knife which incorporates a blunt tip for glass
breakage capability and a seatbelt cutter. E-2 Module has the capability
to conduct immediate water rescue and ground safety line operations for
vertical hoist extractions of casualties. The E-2 Module includes two full
body rescue harnesses which are adjustable with lift capability and are
modular for differing mission needs. It also includes a double open end
rope bag, extrication strap, sling anchors, tubular webbing in 20’ and 24’
lengths with a 2500lb breaking strength. Immediate anchor devices are
provided for the need to extract an operator from a location that does not
provide a natural or an already existing man made anchor. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit, (AOR 2)

EA

$4,889.16
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SIN

MFR PART NO.

PRODUCT NAME/DESCRIPTION

UOI

GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9175.M

EA

$25,155.45

339113R

TICS.00.9175.C

EA

$25,155.45

339113R

TICS.00.9175.A1

EA

$25,155.45

339113R

TICS.00.9175.A2

EA

$25,155.45

339113R

TICS.00.9200

EA

$2,640.43

339113R

TICS.00.9225.M

EA

$6,666.55

339113R

TICS.00.9225.C

Extraction Module E3 - Extrication Module is comprised of two pack
systems that are each man packable and can be transported by two
operators. The E3 Light Extraction Pack System has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication. The E3 Light Lift Pack
System is able to lift up to 20,000 lb and move large objects, i.e.
vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high enough to remove
casualties trapped underneath. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit,
(Multicam)
Extraction Module E3 - Extrication Module is comprised of two pack
systems that are each man packable and can be transported by two
operators. The E3 Light Extraction Pack System has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication. The E3 Light Lift Pack
System is able to lift up to 20,000 lb and move large objects, i.e.
vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high enough to remove
casualties trapped underneath. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit,
(Coyote)
Extraction Module E3 - Extrication Module is comprised of two pack
systems that are each man packable and can be transported by two
operators. The E3 Light Extraction Pack System has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication. The E3 Light Lift Pack
System is able to lift up to 20,000 lb and move large objects, i.e.
vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high enough to remove
casualties trapped underneath. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit,
(AOR 1)
Extraction Module E3 - Extrication Module is comprised of two pack
systems that are each man packable and can be transported by two
operators. The E3 Light Extraction Pack System has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication. The E3 Light Lift Pack
System is able to lift up to 20,000 lb and move large objects, i.e.
vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high enough to remove
casualties trapped underneath. Part of CASEVAC Set, Extraction Kit,
(AOR 2)
Mobility Module M1 - Field Care Patient Carry module has the capability
to secure and safely transport a casualty on a rigid litter through all
phases of TCCC to Level III medical treatment. The M1 module includes
additional medical supplies and a rigid litter that meets CBRNE criteria;
is hands-free capable; self-contained and compatible with US/North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) medical evacuation transport
equipment. The litter has retractable handles, automatic locking hinges,
slip-resistant, and chemical-resistant light weight fabric. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Mobility Kit.
Mobility Module M2 - Field Care Immediate Response (IR) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator. The M2 Module
has the capability to attach the rigid litter from the M1 Module to current
ground/air mobility or ad hoc platforms. The M2 Module has the
capability to provide day/night landing zone marking; multi-use, multicolor emergency lighting system for LZ and/or patient litter marking; The
M-2 Module has the capability to carry additional initial TCCC medical
supplies to include TCCC Form One Cards. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Mobility Kit, (Multicam)
Mobility Module M2 - Field Care Immediate Response (IR) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator. The M2 Module
has the capability to attach the rigid litter from the M1 Module to current
ground/air mobility or ad hoc platforms. The M2 Module has the
capability to provide day/night landing zone marking; multi-use, multicolor emergency lighting system for LZ and/or patient litter marking; The
M-2 Module has the capability to carry additional initial TCCC medical
supplies to include TCCC Form One Cards. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Mobility Kit, (Coyote)

EA

$6,666.55
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SIN

MFR PART NO.

PRODUCT NAME/DESCRIPTION

UOI

GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9225.A1

EA

$6,666.55

339113R

TICS.00.9225.A2

EA

$6,666.55

339113R

TICS.00.9300.M

EA

$42,119.28

339113R

TICS.00.9300.C

EA

$42,119.28

339113R

TICS.00.9300.A1

Mobility Module M2 - Field Care Immediate Response (IR) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator. The M2 Module
has the capability to attach the rigid litter from the M1 Module to current
ground/air mobility or ad hoc platforms. The M2 Module has the
capability to provide day/night landing zone marking; multi-use, multicolor emergency lighting system for LZ and/or patient litter marking; The
M-2 Module has the capability to carry additional initial TCCC medical
supplies to include TCCC Form One Cards. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Mobility Kit, (AOR 1)
Mobility Module M2 - Field Care Immediate Response (IR) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator. The M2 Module
has the capability to attach the rigid litter from the M1 Module to current
ground/air mobility or ad hoc platforms. The M2 Module has the
capability to provide day/night landing zone marking; multi-use, multicolor emergency lighting system for LZ and/or patient litter marking; The
M-2 Module has the capability to carry additional initial TCCC medical
supplies to include TCCC Form One Cards. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Mobility Kit, (AOR 2)
Transport Module T1/2 - Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; has the capability to monitor casualty vital signs to include
blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate, temperature, and carbon
dioxide levels. Devices have readable screens under any light or light
sensitive condition and the ability to manually cancel audio-visual
alarms. Tele Medicine capabilities are built in and will be available in
future. This module includes a light weight clinical digital thermometer.
Transport Module T2 - Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; is combined with the T-1 Module; has the capability to provide
casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (Multicam)
Transport Module T1/2 - Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; has the capability to monitor casualty vital signs to include
blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate, temperature, and carbon
dioxide levels. Devices have readable screens under any light or light
sensitive condition and the ability to manually cancel audio-visual
alarms. Tele Medicine capabilities are built in and will be available in
future. This module includes a light weight clinical digital thermometer.
Transport Module T2 - Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; is combined with the T-1 Module; has the capability to provide
casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (Coyote)
Transport Module T1/2 - Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; has the capability to monitor casualty vital signs to include
blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate, temperature, and carbon
dioxide levels. Devices have readable screens under any light or light
sensitive condition and the ability to manually cancel audio-visual
alarms. Tele Medicine capabilities are built in and will be available in
future. This module includes a light weight clinical digital thermometer.
Transport Module T2 - Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; is combined with the T-1 Module; has the capability to provide
casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (AOR1)

EA

$42,119.28
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SIN

MFR PART NO.

PRODUCT NAME/DESCRIPTION

UOI

GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9300.A2

EA

$42,119.28

339113R

TICS.00.9335.M

EA

$45,549.40

339113R

TICS.00.9335.C

EA

$45,549.40

339113R

TICS.00.9335.A1

Transport Module T1 /2- Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; has the capability to monitor casualty vital signs to include
blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate, temperature, and carbon
dioxide levels. Devices have readable screens under any light or light
sensitive condition and the ability to manually cancel audio-visual
alarms. Tele Medicine capabilities are built in and will be available in
future. This module includes a light weight clinical digital thermometer.
Transport Module T2 - Transportation Advanced Cardiac Life Support
(ACLS) Module is man packable and can be transported by one
operator; is combined with the T-1 Module; has the capability to provide
casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (AOR2)
Transport Module T3/4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid
Management (AAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. Transport
Module T4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid Management (AAM)
Module is man packable and can be transported by one operator; is
combined with the T3 Module; incorporates all the elements needed for
advanced fluid management; stores and transports 4 standard blood
storage bags up to 72 hours; warms blood for casualty transfusions;
provides controlled casualty fluid resuscitation administered
intravenously; monitors casualty bodily fluid input and output. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (Multicam)
Transport Module T3/4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid
Management (AAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. Transport
Module T4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid Management (AAM)
Module is man packable and can be transported by one operator; is
combined with the T3 Module; incorporates all the elements needed for
advanced fluid management; stores and transports 4 standard blood
storage bags up to 72 hours; warms blood for casualty transfusions;
provides controlled casualty fluid resuscitation administered
intravenously; monitors casualty bodily fluid input and output. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (Coyote)
Transport Module T3/4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid
Management (AAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. Transport
Module T4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid Management (AAM)
Module is man packable and can be transported by one operator; is
combined with the T3 Module; incorporates all the elements needed for
advanced fluid management; stores and transports 4 standard blood
storage bags up to 72 hours; warms blood for casualty transfusions;
provides controlled casualty fluid resuscitation administered
intravenously; monitors casualty bodily fluid input and output. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (AOR 1)

EA

$45,549.40
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SIN

MFR PART NO.

PRODUCT NAME/DESCRIPTION

UOI

GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9335.A2

EA

$45,549.40

339113R

TICS.00.9355.M

EA

$5,083.97

339113R

TICS.00.9355.C

EA

$5,083.97

339113R

TICS.00.9355.A1

EA

$5,083.97

339113R

TICS.00.9355.A2

EA

$5,083.97

339113R

TICS.00.9385.M

EA

$3,503.84

339113R

TICS.00.9385.C

EA

$3,503.84

339113R

TICS.00.9385.A1

Transport Module T3/4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid
Management (AAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. Transport
Module T4 - Transportation Advanced Airway/Fluid Management (AAM)
Module is man packable and can be transported by one operator; is
combined with the T3 Module; incorporates all the elements needed for
advanced fluid management; stores and transports 4 standard blood
storage bags up to 72 hours; warms blood for casualty transfusions;
provides controlled casualty fluid resuscitation administered
intravenously; monitors casualty bodily fluid input and output. Part of
CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (AOR 2)
Transport Module T5 - Transportation Hypothermia (H) Module is man
packable and can be transported by one operator; it has the capability to
warm casualties with decreased bodily temperature using a full-body
wrap with hood and heat packs while utilizing battery and/or vehicle
power. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (Multicam)
Transport Module T5 - Transportation Hypothermia (H) Module is man
packable and can be transported by one operator; it has the capability to
warm casualties with decreased bodily temperature using a full-body
wrap with hood and heat packs while utilizing battery and/or vehicle
power. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (Coyote)
Transport Module T5 - Transportation Hypothermia (H) Module is man
packable and can be transported by one operator; it has the capability to
warm casualties with decreased bodily temperature using a full-body
wrap with hood and heat packs while utilizing battery and/or vehicle
power. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (AOR 1)
Transport Module T5 - Transportation Hypothermia (H) Module is man
packable and can be transported by one operator; it has the capability to
warm casualties with decreased bodily temperature using a full-body
wrap with hood and heat packs while utilizing battery and/or vehicle
power. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit, (AOR 2)
Transport Module T6 - Transportation Universal Attach (UA) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator; has the
capability to mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in
Mobility. The module has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer
capable of recording an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the
initial medical treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty
care providers. This handheld computer is capable of running Falcon
View for moving map applications. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit,
(Multicam)
Transport Module T6 - Transportation Universal Attach (UA) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator; has the
capability to mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in
Mobility. The module has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer
capable of recording an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the
initial medical treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty
care providers. This handheld computer is capable of running Falcon
View for moving map applications. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit,
(Coyote)
Transport Module T6 - Transportation Universal Attach (UA) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator; has the
capability to mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in
Mobility. The module has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer
capable of recording an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the
initial medical treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty
care providers. This handheld computer is capable of running Falcon
View for moving map applications. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit,
(AOR 1)

EA

$3,503.84
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GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9385.A2

EA

$3,503.84

339113R

TICS.00.9415.M

EA

$13,919.35

339113R

TICS.00.9415.C

EA

$13,919.35

339113R

TICS.00.9415.A1

EA

$13,919.35

339113R

TICS.00.9415.A2

EA

$13,919.35

339113R

TICS.00.9475.M

Transport Module T6 - Transportation Universal Attach (UA) Module is
man packable and can be transported by one operator; has the
capability to mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in
Mobility. The module has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer
capable of recording an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the
initial medical treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty
care providers. This handheld computer is capable of running Falcon
View for moving map applications. Part of CASEVAC Set, Transport Kit,
(AOR 2)
Sustainment Module S1- Casualty Sustain, Sustainment (SUS) Module
is man packable and can be transported by one operator; configures as
a trauma roll that has the capability to provide additional IFAK’s, and
supplies for four unit operators. The S-1 Module also includes a trifolding backboard; cervical spine immobilization w/ tracheal access; and
the capabilities of an altitude sickness chamber. Patient communications
sets are compatible with Comms (Maritime Integrated Communications
Helmet (MICH)) Land Communications). The S1 Module also provides a
modular medical storage case with drawers. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Sustainment Kit, (Multicam)
Sustainment Module S1- Casualty Sustain, Sustainment (SUS) Module
is man packable and can be transported by one operator; configures as
a trauma roll that has the capability to provide additional IFAK’s, and
supplies for four unit operators. The S-1 Module also includes a trifolding backboard; cervical spine immobilization w/ tracheal access; and
the capabilities of an altitude sickness chamber. Patient communications
sets are compatible with Comms (Maritime Integrated Communications
Helmet (MICH)) Land Communications). The S1 Module also provides a
modular medical storage case with drawers. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Sustainment Kit, (Coyote)
Sustainment Module S1- Casualty Sustain, Sustainment (SUS) Module
is man packable and can be transported by one operator; configures as
a trauma roll that has the capability to provide additional IFAK’s, and
supplies for four unit operators. The S-1 Module also includes a trifolding backboard; cervical spine immobilization w/ tracheal access; and
the capabilities of an altitude sickness chamber. Patient communications
sets are compatible with Comms (Maritime Integrated Communications
Helmet (MICH)) Land Communications). The S1 Module also provides a
modular medical storage case with drawers. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Sustainment Kit, (AOR 1)
Sustainment Module S1- Casualty Sustain, Sustainment (SUS) Module
is man packable and can be transported by one operator; configures as
a trauma roll that has the capability to provide additional IFAK’s, and
supplies for four unit operators. The S-1 Module also includes a trifolding backboard; cervical spine immobilization w/ tracheal access; and
the capabilities of an altitude sickness chamber. Patient communications
sets are compatible with Comms (Maritime Integrated Communications
Helmet (MICH)) Land Communications). The S1 Module also provides a
modular medical storage case with drawers. Part of CASEVAC Set,
Sustainment Kit, (AOR 2)
Sustainment Module S2 - Casualty Sustain, Sustained Airway
Management (SAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; configures as a trauma roll that has the capability to
provide additional IFAK’s, TCCC Operator (DA Med Bag) and Medic
Kits; and supplies for four unit operators; has the capability to provide
advanced airway care up to and including surgical airway procedures.
Suction devices are manual and disposable. Laryngoscope blades are
metal to include both Miller #3 and Macintosh #3 types and the handles
are fiber optic utilizing AA batteries. Additional Hypothermia blankets
with pole less litter capabilities are provided along with surgery fluid
absorbency pads. Part of CASEVAC Set, Sustainment Kit, (Multicam)

EA

$11,303.99
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SIN

MFR PART NO.

PRODUCT NAME/DESCRIPTION

UOI

GSA Price
w/IFF

339113R

TICS.00.9475.C

EA

$11,303.99

339113R

TICS.00.9475.A1

EA

$11,303.99

339113R

TICS.00.9475.A2

EA

$11,303.99

339113R

TICS.00.8100.M

EA

$35,606.82

339113R

TICS.00.8100.C

EA

$35,606.82

339113R

TICS.00.8100.A1

Sustainment Module S2 - Casualty Sustain, Sustained Airway
Management (SAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; configures as a trauma roll that has the capability to
provide additional IFAK’s, TCCC Operator (DA Med Bag) and Medic
Kits; and supplies for four unit operators; has the capability to provide
advanced airway care up to and including surgical airway procedures.
Suction devices are manual and disposable. Laryngoscope blades are
metal to include both Miller #3 and Macintosh #3 types and the handles
are fiber optic utilizing AA batteries. Additional Hypothermia blankets
with pole less litter capabilities are provided along with surgery fluid
absorbency pads. Part of CASEVAC Set, Sustainment Kit, (Coyote)
Sustainment Module S2 - Casualty Sustain, Sustained Airway
Management (SAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; configures as a trauma roll that has the capability to
provide additional IFAK’s, TCCC Operator (DA Med Bag) and Medic
Kits; and supplies for four unit operators; has the capability to provide
advanced airway care up to and including surgical airway procedures.
Suction devices are manual and disposable. Laryngoscope blades are
metal to include both Miller #3 and Macintosh #3 types and the handles
are fiber optic utilizing AA batteries. Additional Hypothermia blankets
with pole less litter capabilities are provided along with surgery fluid
absorbency pads. Part of CASEVAC Set, Sustainment Kit, (AOR 1)
Sustainment Module S2 - Casualty Sustain, Sustained Airway
Management (SAM) Module is man packable and can be transported by
one operator; configures as a trauma roll that has the capability to
provide additional IFAK’s, TCCC Operator (DA Med Bag) and Medic
Kits; and supplies for four unit operators; has the capability to provide
advanced airway care up to and including surgical airway procedures.
Suction devices are manual and disposable. Laryngoscope blades are
metal to include both Miller #3 and Macintosh #3 types and the handles
are fiber optic utilizing AA batteries. Additional Hypothermia blankets
with pole less litter capabilities are provided along with surgery fluid
absorbency pads. Part of CASEVAC Set, Sustainment Kit, (AOR 2)
The TICS Rescue System (TRS) ensures SOF personnel have the
equipment necessary to self-extract a casualty. The Extraction Kit has
the capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The Extraction Kit has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. It has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication and is able to lift and
move large object i.e. vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high
enough to remove casualties trapped underneath.(Multicam)
The TICS Rescue System (TRS) ensures SOF personnel have the
equipment necessary to self-extract a casualty. The Extraction Kit has
the capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The Extraction Kit has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. It has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication and is able to lift and
move large object i.e. vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high
enough to remove casualties trapped underneath.(Coyote)
The TICS Rescue System (TRS) ensures SOF personnel have the
equipment necessary to self-extract a casualty. The Extraction Kit has
the capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The Extraction Kit has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. It has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication and is able to lift and
move large object i.e. vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high
enough to remove casualties trapped underneath.(AOR 1)

EA

$35,606.82
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339113R

TICS.00.8100.A2

EA

$35,606.82

339113R

TICS.00.8200.M

EA

$9,515.92

339113R

TICS.00.8200.C

EA

$9,515.92

339113R

TICS.00.8200.A1

EA

$9,515.92

339113R

TICS.00.8200.A2

EA

$9,515.92

339113R

TICS.00.8300.M

The TICS Rescue System (TRS) ensures SOF personnel have the
equipment necessary to self-extract a casualty. The Extraction Kit has
the capability to extricate casualties from all terrain to include water
obstacles during day or night and transition a patient to a rigid litter for
ground/air evacuation. The Extraction Kit has the capability to safely
access and recover casualties from high angle terrain and urban
obstacles using rope and rigging equipment. It has the capability to pry
and cut wreckage to facilitate rapid extrication and is able to lift and
move large object i.e. vehicles, wreckage, building debris, etc, high
enough to remove casualties trapped underneath.(AOR 2)
The TICS Field Care (TFC) Mobility Kit has the capability to secure and
safely transport a casualty on a rigid litter through all phases of TCCC to
Level III medical treatment. The mobility Kit includes additional medical
supplies and a rigid litter that meets CBRNE criteria, is hands-free
capable, self-contained and compatible with US/North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) medical evacuation transport equipment. The litter
has retractable handles, automatic locking hinges, slip-resistant, and
chemical-resistant light weight fabric.(Multicam)
The TICS Field Care (TFC) Mobility Kit has the capability to secure and
safely transport a casualty on a rigid litter through all phases of TCCC to
Level III medical treatment. The mobility Kit includes additional medical
supplies and a rigid litter that meets CBRNE criteria, is hands-free
capable, self-contained and compatible with US/North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) medical evacuation transport equipment. The litter
has retractable handles, automatic locking hinges, slip-resistant, and
chemical-resistant light weight fabric.(Coyote)
The TICS Field Care (TFC) Mobility Kit has the capability to secure and
safely transport a casualty on a rigid litter through all phases of TCCC to
Level III medical treatment. The mobility Kit includes additional medical
supplies and a rigid litter that meets CBRNE criteria, is hands-free
capable, self-contained and compatible with US/North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) medical evacuation transport equipment. The litter
has retractable handles, automatic locking hinges, slip-resistant, and
chemical-resistant light weight fabric.(AOR 1)
The TICS Field Care (TFC) Mobility Kit has the capability to secure and
safely transport a casualty on a rigid litter through all phases of TCCC to
Level III medical treatment. The mobility Kit includes additional medical
supplies and a rigid litter that meets CBRNE criteria, is hands-free
capable, self-contained and compatible with US/North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) medical evacuation transport equipment. The litter
has retractable handles, automatic locking hinges, slip-resistant, and
chemical-resistant light weight fabric.(AOR 2)
The TICS Transportation (TT) Kit has the capability to monitor casualty
vital signs to include blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate,
temperature, and carbon dioxide levels. Devices have a readable screen
under any light or light sensitive condition and the ability to manually
cancel audio-visual alarms. The Transport Kit has the capability to
provide casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation.
The Transport Kit integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. The kit
incorporates all the elements needed for advanced fluid management.
The Transport Kit has the capability to warm casualties with decreased
bodily temperature using a full-body wrap with hood and heat packs
while utilizing battery and/or vehicle power. The kit has the capability to
mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in Mobility. The
kit has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer capable of recording
an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the initial medical
treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty care
providers.(Multicam)

EA

$100,151.66
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339113R

TICS.00.8300.C

EA

$100,151.66

339113R

TICS.00.8300.A1

EA

$100,151.66

339113R

TICS.00.8300.A2

The TICS Transportation (TT) Kit has the capability to monitor casualty
vital signs to include blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate,
temperature, and carbon dioxide levels. Devices have a readable screen
under any light or light sensitive condition and the ability to manually
cancel audio-visual alarms. The Transport Kit has the capability to
provide casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation.
The Transport Kit integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. The kit
incorporates all the elements needed for advanced fluid management.
The Transport Kit has the capability to warm casualties with decreased
bodily temperature using a full-body wrap with hood and heat packs
while utilizing battery and/or vehicle power. The kit has the capability to
mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in Mobility. The
kit has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer capable of recording
an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the initial medical
treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty care
providers.(Coyote)
The TICS Transportation (TT) Kit has the capability to monitor casualty
vital signs to include blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate,
temperature, and carbon dioxide levels. Devices have a readable screen
under any light or light sensitive condition and the ability to manually
cancel audio-visual alarms. The Transport Kit has the capability to
provide casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation.
The Transport Kit integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. The kit
incorporates all the elements needed for advanced fluid management.
The Transport Kit has the capability to warm casualties with decreased
bodily temperature using a full-body wrap with hood and heat packs
while utilizing battery and/or vehicle power. The kit has the capability to
mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in Mobility. The
kit has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer capable of recording
an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the initial medical
treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty care
providers.(AOR 1)
The TICS Transportation (TT) Kit has the capability to monitor casualty
vital signs to include blood pressure, oxygen saturation, heart rate,
temperature, and carbon dioxide levels. Devices have a readable screen
under any light or light sensitive condition and the ability to manually
cancel audio-visual alarms. The Transport Kit has the capability to
provide casualty electric cardiac therapy to include external defibrillation.
The Transport Kit integrates the latest technologies in order to provide
casualty mechanical ventilation with oxygen generation up to 3 LPM at
93 percent concentrations. It also provides for advanced airway
management capabilities with an emergency cricothyrotomy kit and a
rapid intubation system that, when used with the included Glide Scope
Ranger, increases the probability of a first-time intubation. The kit
incorporates all the elements needed for advanced fluid management.
The Transport Kit has the capability to warm casualties with decreased
bodily temperature using a full-body wrap with hood and heat packs
while utilizing battery and/or vehicle power. The kit has the capability to
mount the medical equipment to the rigid litter specified in Mobility. The
kit has a ruggedized wireless handheld computer capable of recording
an injured soldier’s name, vital statistics, and the initial medical
treatment to be quickly transmitted to follow-on casualty care
providers.(AOR 2)

EA

$100,151.66
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339113R

TICS.00.8400.M

The TICS Casualty Sustainment (TCS) Kit includes two packs
configured as trauma rolls that have the capability to provide additional
TCCC Operator and Medic Kits and supplies for eight unit operators.
This kit also includes a tri-folding backboard; cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access; the capabilities of an altitude sickness
chamber. Patient communications sets are compatible with SOF Comms
(Maritime Integrated Communications Helmet (MICH)) Land
Communications) (Multicam)
The TICS Casualty Sustainment (TCS) Kit includes two packs
configured as trauma rolls that have the capability to provide additional
TCCC Operator and Medic Kits and supplies for eight unit operators.
This kit also includes a tri-folding backboard; cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access; the capabilities of an altitude sickness
chamber. Patient communications sets are compatible with SOF Comms
(Maritime Integrated Communications Helmet (MICH)) Land
Communications) (Coyote)
The TICS Casualty Sustainment (TCS) Kit includes two packs
configured as trauma rolls that have the capability to provide additional
TCCC Operator and Medic Kits and supplies for eight unit operators.
This kit also includes a tri-folding backboard; cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access; the capabilities of an altitude sickness
chamber. Patient communications sets are compatible with SOF Comms
(Maritime Integrated Communications Helmet (MICH)) Land
Communications) (AOR1)
The TICS Casualty Sustainment (TCS) Kit includes two packs
configured as trauma rolls that have the capability to provide additional
TCCC Operator and Medic Kits and supplies for eight unit operators.
This kit also includes a tri-folding backboard; cervical spine
immobilization w/ tracheal access; the capabilities of an altitude sickness
chamber. Patient communications sets are compatible with SOF Comms
(Maritime Integrated Communications Helmet (MICH)) Land
Communications) (AOR2)
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) CASEVAC Set facilitates the
rescue, recovery, and evacuation of casualties; stabilizes and sustains
casualties in case of a delayed or difficult CASEVAC; capable of
adapting to military and non-military modes of transportation; consists of
four kits: Extraction Kit with three modules, Mobility Kit with two
modules, Transport Kit with six modules, and Sustainment Kit with two
modules. (Multicam)
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) CASEVAC Set facilitates the
rescue, recovery, and evacuation of casualties; stabilizes and sustains
casualties in case of a delayed or difficult CASEVAC; capable of
adapting to military and non-military modes of transportation; consists of
four kits: Extraction Kit with three modules, Mobility Kit with two
modules, Transport Kit with six modules, and Sustainment Kit with two
modules. (Coyote)
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) CASEVAC Set facilitates the
rescue, recovery, and evacuation of casualties; stabilizes and sustains
casualties in case of a delayed or difficult CASEVAC; capable of
adapting to military and non-military modes of transportation; consists of
four kits: Extraction Kit with three modules, Mobility Kit with two
modules, Transport Kit with six modules, and Sustainment Kit with two
modules. (AOR1)
Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) CASEVAC Set facilitates the
rescue, recovery, and evacuation of casualties; stabilizes and sustains
casualties in case of a delayed or difficult CASEVAC; capable of
adapting to military and non-military modes of transportation; consists of
four kits: Extraction Kit with three modules, Mobility Kit with two
modules, Transport Kit with six modules, and Sustainment Kit with two
modules. (AOR2)

EA

$26,579.83

EA

$26,579.83

EA

$26,579.83

EA

$26,579.83

EA

$168,002.25

EA

$168,002.25

EA

$168,002.25

EA

$168,002.25

339113R

TICS.00.8400.C

339113R

TICS.00.8400.A1

339113R

TICS.00.8400.A2

339113R

TICS.00.7000.M

339113R

TICS.00.7000.C

339113R

TICS.00.7000.A1

339113R

TICS.00.7000.A2
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339113R

GMK

EA

$666.04

339113R

TICS.13.10138

EA

$588.00

339113R

TICS.13.10139

EA

$588.00

339113R

TICS.13.10140

EA

$588.00

339113R

TICS.13.10141

EA

$588.00

339113R

TICS.99.100.M-S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.100.C.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.100.RG.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.100.B.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.101.M.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.101.C.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.101.RG.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.101.B.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.102.M.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.102.C.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.102.RG.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.99.102.B.S

EA

$199.75

339113R

TICS.98.100.M.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.100.C.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.100.RG.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.100.B.S

The Golden Minute Kit (GMK) is an ultra-light -packable solution that
provides safe storage and transport of 2 units of whole blood, and can
be dismounted for 24 hours without any external power. The GMK can
be transported in a nylon assault carrier or internally in the Tribalco D.A
Med bag. It can also be configured to hang on a CASEVAC
Sustainment Panel. In addition, the GMK has an outside pouch pocket
that can be used to store an additional fluid warmer, warmer cartridge,
IV/IO start kit, “Y” drip set, 3-way valve and 150 cc NS IV Bag to charge
the complete system .
Includes Medical Aid Bag, Shoulder Straps, Organizer Panels, CTW
Pockets (Air/Res/Cir/Multi Pouch)
Includes Medical Aid Bag, Shoulder Straps, Organizer Panels, CTW
Pockets (Air/Res/Cir/Multi Pouch)
Includes Medical Aid Bag, Shoulder Straps, Organizer Panels, CTW
Pockets (Air/Res/Cir/Multi Pouch)
Includes Medical Aid Bag, Shoulder Straps, Organizer Panels, CTW
Pockets (Air/Res/Cir/Multi Pouch)
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1, Combat
Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14 Ga.
Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 6-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes CAT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1

EA

$186.50
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339113R

TICS.98.101.M.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.101.C.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.101.RG.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.101.B.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.102.M.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.102.C.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.102.RG.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

TICS.98.102.B.S

EA

$186.50

339113R

MCSP-M

EA

$2,916.60

339113R

MCSP-C

EA

$2,916.60

339113R

MCSP-RG

EA

$2,916.60

339113R

MCSP- B

EA

$2,916.60

339113R

TICS.99.839

EA

$136.40

339113R

TICS.99.840

Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFT Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
Tribalco Integrated Mini First Aid Kit - Includes SOFTT-W Tourniquet X1,
Combat Gauze X1, Chest Seal X1, 4-Inch Emergency Bandage X1, 14
Ga. Chest Decompression Needle X1, NPA X1, Gloves -Pair X1
The Tribalco Mass Casualty Sustainment Pack provides the First
Responder with the capability to render aid in environments with multiple
casualties. This lightweight, man-packable solution has removable
IFAKs to enable efficient treatment for an individual responder or team
of responders. These individual-treatment modules have a modular
design with multiple IFAKs that can be dispersed throughout the team.
The Tribalco Mass Casualty Sustainment Pack provides the First
Responder with the capability to render aid in environments with multiple
casualties. This lightweight, man-packable solution has removable
IFAKs to enable efficient treatment for an individual responder or team
of responders. These individual-treatment modules have a modular
design with multiple IFAKs that can be dispersed throughout the team.
The Tribalco Mass Casualty Sustainment Pack provides the First
Responder with the capability to render aid in environments with multiple
casualties. This lightweight, man-packable solution has removable
IFAKs to enable efficient treatment for an individual responder or team
of responders. These individual-treatment modules have a modular
design with multiple IFAKs that can be dispersed throughout the team.
The Tribalco Mass Casualty Sustainment Pack provides the First
Responder with the capability to render aid in environments with multiple
casualties. This lightweight, man-packable solution has removable
IFAKs to enable efficient treatment for an individual responder or team
of responders. These individual-treatment modules have a modular
design with multiple IFAKs that can be dispersed throughout the team.
The Tribalco Raptor Belt system is comprised of two belts: an inner belt
to wear with your pants, and an outer belt to carry your gear. The two
belts lock together with velcro ensuring your equipment stays in place.
The Cobra buckle makes it quick and easy to put on and is also rated for
fall protection. two rows of .5 inch molle webbing surround the outside
make attaching most molle or belt mounted pouches is fast and simple.
A hard sewn front attachment loop is also integrated into the belt for
retention lanyards. Belts sizes: Small 28”-30” Med 32”-34” Lg 36”-38” XL
40”-42” Made in the USA!
The Tribalco Raptor Belt system is comprised of two belts: an inner belt
to wear with your pants, and an outer belt to carry your gear. The two
belts lock together with velcro ensuring your equipment stays in place.
The Cobra buckle makes it quick and easy to put on and is also rated for
fall protection. two rows of .5 inch molle webbing surround the outside
make attaching most molle or belt mounted pouches is fast and simple.
A hard sewn front attachment loop is also integrated into the belt for
retention lanyards. Belts sizes: Small 28”-30” Med 32”-34” Lg 36”-38” XL
40”-42” Made in the USA!

EA

$136.40
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339113R

TICS.99.618

EA

$4,160.20

339113R

TICS.99.618.1L

The Tribalco Rapid Emergency Evacuation Litter is a new lightweight
evacuation litter/stretcher designed to meet the needs of the tactical field
care. Light/Compact quad folding litter enables carrying of patients for
extended distances over rough terrain. Light, man packable design
consists of ultra-tough Kevlar, ballistic nylon and aircraft-grade
aluminum. Deployable in seconds to become an efficient patient carrying
platform. Less than 8 lbs, able to carry over 1,100 lbs. Made in the USA!
The Tribalco Rapid Emergency Evacuation Litter Repair Kit (Large)
includes Litter bed, 10X Detent Buttons, 10X Hex Head Screws, 5X
Threaded Standoff, and 1X Complete Crossbar. Made in the USA!

EA

$560.93

339113R

TICS.99.618.2S

The Tribalco Rapid Emergency Evacuation Litter Repair Kit (Small)
includes 10X Detent Buttons, 10X Hex Head Screws, 5X Threaded
Standoff, and 1X Complete Crossbar. Made in the USA!

EA

$156.68

339113R

VTNRGR-KIT

Ranger Glidescope Video Laryngoscope Kit

EA

$11,549.75
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